A MAXIMAL SPANNING TREE

A. ROSS ECKLER
Morristown, New Jersey

The five-letter word network given below is partitioned into 27 subnetworks, each having a unique vowel-consonant pattern (Y in first position is deemed a consonant, otherwise a vowel). All words are in the Official Scrabble Players Dictionary; each subnetwork lists the total OSPD words in it. The network is a tree; there are no closed cycles. Since two subnetworks (one with CRWTH and FHPHT, the other with SCHMO and SCHWA) are unlinkable with the others, and three (vvvvv, vvvvc, vvvcv) are empty, the 27 that are left comprise a maximal spanning tree. No doubt a computer can be programmed to find one using fewer total words!
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Readers are shaws to this... and solutions... of to appear oc

Volatile: Love

In Languid palindromes work by pro- to the E and complete circularly, however, NORIE and a part in ITALIAN, for reversal use longer than circular LOVE.

A circular word to the last letter STIFLE, for to the E and opposite to the E and complete circularly, STIFLE, for to the E and complete circularly.

Circular parts can begin STIFLE, for different circular reversal use appropriate to circular reversal, and so as in REVL can begin with.

In the poem